In this paper, we study the convergence of the sequence of Ishikawa iteration of rank-r to common fixed points of a finite family of asymptotically quasinonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces. Our results extend and improve some known recent results.
Introduction
Let C be a subset of normed space X and T : C -• C be a mapping. Then T is said to be an asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mapping, if F(T) ^ 0 and there is a sequence {k n } C [1, oo) with lim k n = 1 such that n->oo ||T n x -p\\ < k n \\x -p\\ for all x E C and p G F(T) (F(T) denotes the set of fixed points of T). T is an asymptotically nonexpansive mapping [2] , if there is a sequence {k n } C [l,oo) with lim k n = 1 n-too such that ||T n x -r"j/|| < k n \\x -y\\ for all x,yeC.
If for each n € N, there are constants L > 0 and a > 0 such that IIT n x -T n y\\ < L\\x -y\\ a for all x, y G C,
In [3] , Ishikawa introduced a new iteration process as follows: [5] and gave necessary and sufficient conditions for Ishikawa iterative sequence to converge to fixed points for quasi-nonexpansive mappings.
Qihou [6] extended results of [1, 5] and gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for Ishikawa iterative sequence to converge to fixed point of asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings.
Recently, first author [8] introduced Ishikawa iteration process of rank-r which is similar to the following:
The modified Ishikawa iteration process of rank r is the following:
It is very useful in computing to common fixed points of nonlinear mappings.
In this paper, we study the convergence of Ishikawa iteration of rank 3 for three uniformly (L -a)-Lipschitz type asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings on a compact convex subset of a uniform convex Banach space. Our scheme is given as follows:
Let C be a nonempty compact convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X and for ¿ = 1,2, 3, let Tt : C -> C be uniformly [Ll -a, )-Lipschitz and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings with sequence {*4°> such that -1) < 00.
(1-1)
Define a sequence {xn} in C as follows:
where {an}, {bn} and {cn} are sequences in (0,1). Our results generalize and improve the results of [6, 7, 10] .
Preliminaries
The following lemmas will be used to prove the main theorems.
Lemma 2.1 ([6]).
Let {«"j-^Lj, {7n}^=i be three sequences of nonnegative numbers satisfying an+\ < (1+Pn)an+jn V n G N and J2n=l A» < +oo, y)°°=1 7" < +oo. Then lim an exists. n-»oo
Lemma 2.2 ([9]). Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space
n-* oo
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a nonempty convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space X and for i -1,2,3, let Ti : C -> C be uniformly (Liai)-Lipschitz and asymptotically quasi-nonexpansive mappings with sequence
{A;^} such that ~ 1) < oo. Define a sequence {xn} in C as follows: 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we have lim \\xn -p|| exists for all p € F(Ti) n n-• 00 F(T2) n F(T 3 )
. Set lim ||x n -p|| = d for some d > 0. Then, from (2.1) and (2.2), we have limsup ||z n -p|| < limsup ||x n -p\\ = d n->00 ra-• 00 and limsup ||y n -p\\ < limsup ||:r n -p|| = d, n->00 n->oo respectively.
Note that limsup \\T?y n -p\\ < limsup^1)||y n -p\\) < d n-»00 n-*oo and lim ||x" + i -p|| = lim ||(1 -a n )(x n -p) + a"(T"y n -p)|| = d.
n->00 n-too
Thus, from Lemma 2.2, we get (3.2) lim \\x n -T?y n \\ = 0.
n->00
Next, ||x"-p||<||x n -7r!/"|| + ||7ri/"-p|| < H^-T^ii + ^II^-pII, which gives that d < liminf ||y n -p|| < limsup ||y n -p|| < d n >oo ji-»OQ and hence lim ||y" -p|| = d.
Note that
and d= lim \\y n -p\\=
n->00 n-> 00
Thus, from Lemma 2.2, we get (3.3) lim ||x n -T 2 "z n || =0.
n->oo
Note ||z" -p|| < ||®" -T£z n || + ||2?z n -p|| < ||x n -T£z n \\ + k^\\z n -p||, which gives that
and hence lim ||z n -p\\ -d.
Since lim sup -p|| < limsup(4 3) ||x n -p||) < d, n->oo n-> oo and d= lim \\z n -p\\= lim ||(1 -c n )(x n -p) + Cn(Tgx n -p)\\.
n-> oo n->00
Thus, from Lemma 2.2, we get (3.4) lim ||x n -T2x n \\ = 0. n-»00 Since C is compact, {x,,}^! has a convergent subsequence {a; nfc }^= 1 . Let \\zn -x n \\ < c n \\T£x n -ar n || 0. [7] when c n and c' n = 0.
In the same manner we have the following theorem. 
